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True performance matters

True performance matters
We are surrounded by an auditory scene with multiple textures
and subtle details. This soundscape provides us with a vital connection to other people and to our surroundings. Hearing loss
disrupts this connection and prevents us from fully interacting
with others through the world of sound.

To truly compensate for hearing loss, a hearing system must
provide an accurate reproduction of the auditory world. “Vérité”
is the French word for truth. Bernafon’s Vérité stays true to the
sound source. Adapting automatically to changes in the sound
environment, Vérité ensures that you won’t miss a thing.

Vérité’s organic design reflects the natural world. Wireless communication between both hearing instruments creates a realistic
sound experience. Vérité also learns and adapts to your preferences for volume in different listening situations. Vérité delivers
when true performance matters.
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High precision performance
True sound quality

True signal processing

For hearing instrument users, sound quality is
of the utmost importance. To truly capture the
sound scene, sound quality must be high for
both speech and environmental sounds.

When you watch an old movie, you immediately
notice that the colors seem faded, the transitions
are less smooth, and the overall quality is much
less sharp and clear. Just as films have made
amazing progress, hearing instrument signal
processing has evolved to unprecedented levels.

Precision is the key to Vérité’s true sound
experience. The power of Bernafon’s proprietary
ChannelFree™ digital signal processing is combined with outstanding multi-environment
performance. Advanced adaptive functionality
allows Vérité to adjust precisely to changes in
the sound environment. This winning partnership
delivers an authentic listening experience.
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Vérité’s signal processing stays true to the sound
source. Slower-acting systems can miss the short
consonants and important transitions between
the different elements of speech. Vérité analyzes
incoming sounds thousands of times per second,
ensuring that every sound is amplified precisely.
The result is clear, natural sound and an effortless
listening experience.

Precision

PERFORMANCE
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Balance

A matter of balance
Binaural coordination

Smarter antiwhistling functionality

When your hearing is normal, both ears act
together as a system. Slight differences
between the level and frequency content
of sounds reaching the two ears provide
spatial awareness and the ability to perceive
the depth of the sound environment.

Feedback cancellation does a good job of preventing whistling in hearing instruments but
sometimes certain musical tones can be suppressed by the feedback system. Vérité’s intelligent feedback cancellation system is excellent for
listening to music. Using binaural communication,
feedback detection is coordinated between the
instruments. This means that if a feedback-like
signal is detected in both instruments at the
same time, the system will not regard it as
feedback, allowing you to enjoy music to the
fullest.

Until recently, hearing instruments have acted
independently, creating an artificial listening
situation. Vérité uses wireless communication
to connect the instruments, restoring a natural
link between the two ears.

Easy volume and program changes
Despite the sophistication of adaptive hearing
systems, it is sometimes necessary to make
changes to the volume or the listening program.
If you wear two hearing aids, this can be tiresome when it is necessary to make changes to
both instruments independently.
With Vérité’s wireless coordination, changes
made on one instrument are automatically
transferred to the other. This makes operation of
your instruments more convenient, accurate and
efficient.
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PERFORMANCE

Adapts to any environment
Your hearing needs change constantly during the
course of a day. Whether you are indoors or out,
in quiet or noise, conversing with one person or
many, your hearing instruments must perform
well in any situation.
Vérité has an advanced multi-environment program that adapts automatically to most listening
situations. Sophisticated detectors constantly
monitor the sound environment and make fine
adjustments whenever needed to provide
smooth transitions between listening situations.
Vérité instantly detects:
– conversation in quiet
– conversation in noise
– noise
– quiet
– wind

Dynamic contrast
Communication is especially difficult when there
is loud background noise. For this situation, Vérité
has a special solution.
When Vérité detects speech in situations with
loud background noise, this causes the hearing
instruments to automatically shift to the Dynamic
Contrast Mode.
In this mode, Vérité ensures that loud speech
sounds are amplified clearly. At the same time,
sophisticated features like Adaptive Noise Reduction and Adaptive Directionality work together to
maintain comfort in background noise.
Once the loud background noise has decreased,
the instruments fade back from the Dynamic
Contrast Mode to normal operation.

Vérité’s detection systems are coordinated to
ensure that both hearing instruments work
together to bring you the best hearing in every
situation.

Conversation is the focus
Vérité can focus on either conversation or environmental sounds. Whenever speech is detected,
the hearing system automatically changes the
settings in both instruments to ensure that conversation has the highest priority. In the absence
of speech, Vérité focuses on surrounding sounds.
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ADAPTIVITY

Panoramic sound
Vérité makes smooth transitions between
speech, noise, quiet and all combinations between to accurately represent the surrounding
sound scene. The sound picture is enhanced by
communication between the two instruments,
keeping sounds in the correct balance and
rebuilding the natural partnership between the
two ears.

PERFORMANCE

Thanks to advanced technology, you can experience effortless listening that is customized for
the situations where you most need hearing
assistance. Vérité brings clear, natural sound to
every situation.

Dedicated listening programs
There are some special listening situations that
require slightly different operation of the features
in the hearing instruments. Vérité offers dedicated
programs you can activate with the push button
for these specific listening situations.

These include individual programs for television,
live music, car travel and more. Your hearing care
professional will assist you in choosing the programs that will be most useful for your individual
lifestyle.
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Fidelity
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STYLE

Style and design
Perfect profile
Vérité’s rounded, organic form reflects harmony
with nature. The user-friendly shape is easy to
handle and fits very comfortably behind the ear.

Ergonomic accessories
Optional Vérité accessories include the choice of
the RC-P remote control or the SoundGate communication device. Both units provide ergonomic
design for easy and discreet operation of the
hearing system.

SoundGate

Colors
Vérité offers a choice of many attractive colors,
taken from the natural world. You are sure to find
one that suits your individual preferences.

Design

RC-P remote control
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WIRELESS

Wireless
connectivity
SoundGate is a wireless communication link
that provides a connection between your hearing instruments and audio sources, allowing the
hearing instruments to work like wireless headphones.
Vérité can receive wireless sound via the SoundGate from cellular phones and other audio
sources, such as TV equipped with a Bluetooth®
transmitter.
As an alternative, television or other sound equipment may be directly connected by an audio
cable to the SoundGate.

Easy connection between
Bluetooth® wireless equipment and Vérité instruments

Whatever the source, the SoundGate then
transmits the signal to your Vérité instruments
wirelessly, allowing you to enjoy your favorite
entertainment devices.

SoundGate advantages
– Hands-free cell phone connection
– Interference-free operation
– Standby mode ready to receive calls
– Binaural reception of calls
– Remote operation of the hearing instrument
– Enhanced TV enjoyment

Connectivity
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At Bernafon, we are passionate about developing quality hearing systems that enable our customers to
enjoy authentic hearing experiences. Since 1946, Bernafon has been at the forefront of hearing system
technology. Thanks to Swiss Engineering and precision technology, Bernafon has pioneered many market
firsts including the first digitally programmable hearing instrument and our proprietary ChannelFree™
signal processing. Today, Bernafon representatives and employees in more than 70 countries fulfil our
vision to help people with impaired hearing to communicate without limitation.

